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Art Department bringing concerns to parents
By Elizabeth Hyer and
Brian Corasaniti
Co-News Editors

After a semester in the base
ment of the Science Wing, the
Art Department is taking steps
towards finding a more suitable
facility.
A petition circulated in Oc
tober, demanding that the Art
Department be relocated to a
different area. That petition re
ceived about 300 signatures.
A letter was then sent by
the Art Club to the parents of
Art majors, inviting them to visit
the Art Department on Febru
ary 15 th.
“The whole point ofthe tour

is so the parents can come down
to the Art Department to see
what has changed,” said Kathrine
Hippeli, president of the Art Club
and a junior from Milford.
The letter also invited Dr.
Anthony Cemera, president of
Sacred Heart University, Dr.
David Harnett, provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs,
and Dr. Claire Paolini, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Paolini will be present for
the tour, but Cenera and Harnett
will not be attending.
“I have a commitment of a
year ago to be in New Mexico,”
said Harnett.
Harnett said that Cenera also

See Art, page 2

Photo by Kerrie Darress

SHU art students work on their latest masterpieces in the art department's subterranean dwelling.

SHU celebrates Blnck History Sorority hit with allegations
By Mike Powers
Contributing Writer

Black History Month will
be in full force in February, with
events being held all over the
Sacred Heart campus.
Some events will include
and African-American Coffee
house, a trip to the movie
“Amistad,” a historical display
and a forum on race riots.
To start off Black History
Month, the Governor’s Procla
mation was read Wednesday by
Dr. Patricia Walker, dean of the
College ofEducation and Health
Professions.
The African American Cof
feehouse will be held tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge.
It will present stories from
countries such as Africa, Eu
rope and many others read hy
storyteller Lot Therrio.

“I think the history of B lack
History Month is something ev
eryone should look at and be
aware of,” said Michael Lalanne,
a junior business major from
Lincoln, R.I.
A trip to the movie
“Amistad” will be held Feb. 7.
Along with the movie,
David Pesci, the author of the
book “Amistad” will be signing
copies of the book on Feb. 10 at
noon in the Faculty Lounge.
“I think the movie
‘Amistad’ resembles freedom
for the black people who were
slaves. We need a movie like
that for people to see,” said
Nicholas Pascucci, a senior from
Waterbury.
A historical display of
Black History Month memora
bilia will be held on Feb. 13 at
4:00 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge.
The display will feature the
likes of slave shackles and
chains.

Historic photos as wells as
letters will also be displayed
throughput the exhibit.
A forum that will discuss
and show a film about race riots
in Crown Heights and.tfae.tensions that came out of it will be
held on Feb. 18 at 4:00 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge.
“The race riots showed how
we are still far away from being
a country where we respect one
another,” said one anonymous
student.
Dr. Josepha CampinhaBascote,
president
of
Transcultural C.A.R.E. Associ
ates, will give a presentation on
cultural competence in higher
education and with students.
Those interested in receiv
ing more information about
Black History Month can stop
by the Student Life Office in
Hawley Lounge.
Black History Month will
run from Feb. 4-26.

sisters, this is not how the proceed
ings happened. The hearings by
Staff Writer
passed the Greek council and went
straight to the J-board.
The Kappa Phi sorority ap“I feel we arejust being treated
pearedinJrontoif^ Greek council jS^O-^mples” saidCappone..“This
on January 25th of this year, to case is not just important for us, but
defend themselves against allega for the future of the Greek organi
tions of hazing. The charges im zations that will appear in front of
posed were requiring demeaning the council.”
behavior and excessive involun
The accuser still remains
tary silence towards their pledges. anonymous and he/she was not
A letter was sent anonymously present during the hearings. Ac
to Ed Page’s mailbox, president of cording to Cappone it was the coun
the Greek Council. “The allega cil that presented the sanctions
tions presented in the letter was so against them and not the accuser.
severe that they needed to be ad The sorority then had enough time
dressed,” said Page.
to tell their side of the story. In the
According to the SHU Greek end it was up to the same council
Life Manual the facts of the case are that voted on their fate. “The coun
first introduced to the Greek council. cil acted like the prosecutor as well
The council would then vote, to see if as the jury.” Cappone said.
the issues would warrant the atten
Ed Page says he “supports the
tion of the J-Board or Judicial Board. decision made by the council,” addAccording to Gail Cappone,
See Sorority, page 2
an active member of the Kappa Phi

By Joe McGuigan

Construction upsetting many
Park Avenue work causing problems
By Brad Wilson
Associate Editor

Many Sacred Heart students
have expressed frustration re
garding a section of Park Av
enue between Wilson Street and
Eckard Street that has been
closed since Jan. 25. Not only
has it caused detours for Park
Avenue commuters, but it has
limited available parking space
at Parkridge, an off-campus Sa
cred Heart Residence Hall.
The road is closed until May

IniHde...

Habitat hopes to
build house next
semester...seepage 2

Senior speaks out
about faculty
dept...see page 3

Are laptops a proven
flop? see letters to
the editor.. .p8

16 due to the construction of a
safer intersection at the comer of
Geduldig Street and Park Av
enue, where Parkridge is located.
Parkridge has been limited
by 25 parking spots and resi
dents are no longer able to park
on Geduldig Street or Park Av
enue.
“The limited parking spots
have become a major inconve
nience,” said Adam Lagnese, a
junior media studies major from
Westbury, N.Y. “Many resi-

See Parkridge, page 2

A great review for
Great Expectations...
see page 13
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Ex-employee spills the beans

Public Safety Releases
i

By Gina Norelli

Editor-In-Chief
Some people are silent, and do
not speak up because they believe
that it would make no differenee.
Others decide to make sincere ef
forts to speak about problems thk
they are aware of In hopes that their
efforts will spark improvement.
Senior Ryan Johnson, who
worked with telecommunications
at Sacred Heart for three years, saw
what he believed to be many cor
ruptions in the department and de
cided to write a lengthy four-page
e-mail last Sunday to sixteen mem
bers of the faculty and administra
tion including President Anthony
Cemera, Dean of Students Larry
Wielk, Director of Residential Life
Cathy Raynis and Dean of Univer
sity College, Dr. Stephen Brown.
“This is an enormous task to sit
down and relay this information,
but nonetheless I shall try to lay it
out in the best possible manner and
constraint,” wrote Johnson.
Johnson said that he believed
it was his moral obligation to write
each of them with his concerns that
he believes ripple throughout the
structure of the school. “I really
want to look out for the SHU com
munity as a whole. The Adminis
trators are playing a game. They’re
busting at the seams and can’t keep

Public Safety Releases from Jan. 25- Jan. 31

Ryan Johnson
themselves afloat. In my opinion,
they’re not spending or allocating
money wisely,” he said.
Some of Johnson’s concerns
are that computer programs aren’t
properly licensed as they should be
by law, backup systems aren’ t made
each day for e-mail (which explains
why everyone’s inbox messages
were deleted on January 25), cer
tain staff members lack proper cre
dentials, the computers throughout
the University are of poor quality
and voice mail problems and tied
up phone lines are due to overca
pacity of the switches.
“I’ve seen ineompetence and
neglect,” said Johnson. “These are
issues that need to go around.” “We
are doing highly illegal things, since
software isputoncomputers illegally.”
A student who works in the
Computer Lab, who wishes to re

Photo by Kerne Darress

main anonymous said that to his
knowledge, 95% of the computers
are properly licenced. He agreed
that the backup systems are not
made each day, and that the com
puters need to be of better quality.
“The speed is pretty slow, but I
believe the updating service is get
ting good,” he said.
Johnson said that he would be
willing to talk before the Board.
The only Administrator who
received Johnson’s e-mail and who
could be reached by the Spectrum,
Dr. Stephen Brown, Dean of Uni
versity College at SHU stated his
views on Johnson’s e-mail. “It’s a
catch 22. The Institute is very re
sponsive to any comments from
students. But I think if all of a
sudden there were only complaints
via e-mail, we would be flooded
with KXX) complaints.”

Public Safety blames location
By Adam Lagnese
Contributing Writer
Recent car thefts on campus
are not the fault of the budget,
said a University official. “Over
the last few years our budget and
our manpower have not really
changed, but the rate of auto
theft has,” said William
O’Connell, director of Public
Safety.
“The location of Sacred
Heart makes a good target to
steal cars,” said O’Connell. The
campus has access to Park Av
enue and the Merritt Parkway,
making it easy for a thief to get
away.
Aceording to Public Safety,
over 1,300 spaces on campus are
patrolled daily by Public Safety
officers. Those spaces include
North and South Lots, the Li
brary and Administration lots,
the Commuter/Faculty Lot,
Jefferson Hill and Visitor park
ing.
“If a thief sees us, he goes
where we are not,” said
O’Connell. “Thieves know what
they are doing because they can
get in and out of a car so quickly.
It is frustrating.”
Public Safety has a limited
budget and can afford only so
many officers.
“Obviously more money
would mean more staff and we
would be better off,” said
O’Connell. “But you cannot at
tribute the budget as the reason
that cars are being stolen. There
is no direct cause between the
two.”
Public Safety publishes
crime rates in a yearly pamphlet.
According to the pamphlet, seven
cars were stolen in ’94 and ’95,
and two in ’96. The figures for
’97 have not been published yet.

but according to O’Connell 17
cars were stolen. Students started
a night watch program, but it was
terminated after the drive-by
shooting at Parkridge during a stu
dent watch last semester. “We
would always accept more help
and support, but I still feel that the
thievery has more to do with our
loeation and less to do with the
budget,” said O’Connell.
The information booth should

check all IDs and reasons for com
ing into campus,” said Kevin
Anderson, a junior
Levittown, N.Y. “Public Safety
officers should be designated to
patrol the entrance where Jefferson
Avenue intersects with North Lot.”
“Public Safety should have a
bigger presence on campus, so
they can deter any potential fel
ons,” said Michael Babinski, a
junior from West Babylon, N.Y.
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Jan. 26:2:01 aan.- Officer found a Parkridge apartment door open; no
apparent problem. Officer secured the door.
2:15 a.m.- West Hall resident to be ill; Officer responded, no
treatment or transportation required.
6:42 pm.- Parkridge Officer observed an open window in a
lower level apartment; no one answered the door. Officer entered the
apartment and closed tiie window.
Jan. 27: 3:25 p.m.- Student reported she was unable to locate her
vehicle, which she had paiiced in the North Lot. Public Safety located
vehicle in Library Lot; student believes her roommates had borrowed
the vehicle.
6:21 pan.- Taft fire alarm caused by cooking.
7:52 p.m.- South Hall resident reported to be ill; student
transported vis ambulance to hospital.
Jan. 28:2:02 aan.- South Hall fire alarm received; cause unknown.
11:16 aan.- Jefferson Hill building two fire alarm trouble
received; cause was cooking.
7:37 p.m.- Night school student attending classes at Notre
Dame reported the license plate of their vehicle was stolen.
8:00 p.m.- Officer stopped a student from allowing a visitor
ilpseinteiiTalt witiKMJt^sj^PHog
8:05 p.m.- Officer assisted Residence Life staff at
Jan. 29: 12:24 p.m.- Staff member reported tiieir car was hit and
damaged while parked in the Faculty/Staff Lot.
4:21 p.m.- Student reported being harasses by an ex-boy
friend.
4:34 p.m.- Staff member reported students' mail had been
tampered with.
6:00 p.m.- Academic Building fire alarm received; no cause
found.
7:30 p.n].- West Hall fire alarm activated by aerosol spray.
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Jan. 25:1:40 a.m.- A Parkridge window was reported vandalized.
3:41 a.m.- South Hall NESS Officer requested assistance with
visitors who were not signing in; Public Safety responded, located
students and their visitors and enforced University policy.
4:46 a.m.- Parkridge Officer found one of the Townhouse
Iront doors open, with no lights on inside, no one in the immediate area.
Public Safety Officers responded to assist. The resident of the apartment
was found inside, and advised to close and lock their front door.
12:04 p.ni.> West Hall fire alarm caused by a student hitting
tile smoke detector.
6:03 p.in.- Third floor West Hall resident reported the theft of
a computer from their room; Fairfield Police responded.
6:13 p.m.- Third floor West Hall resident reported the theft of
cash from their wallet from their room.

I iSI CSi B R E A K;

DAY SKI &
SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET
NIGHT LODGING, LUXURY
CONDO, FULLY EQUIP.
'
DAYS & NIGHT OF COLLEGIATE
PARTIES, CONTESTS ETC.

Students from over 150 U.S. Colleges
Group Leader & Campus Rep Discounts

Jan. 30:12:54 a.m.- Taft RA requests Public Safety assistance with
someone who is banned from the residence; Public Safety responded,
situation resolved.
1:07 a.m.- Officer observed three intoxicated students enter
the Academic Building, one of whom was bleeding from a cut; medical
treatment declined.
1:15 a.m.- South Hall NESS Officer reports a student has a cut
on his head which is bleeding; Public Safety responded and requested
911 be called for an ambulance.
1:23 a,ns,- Jefferson Hill RA reports a large group of people
outside one of the buildings, allegedly waiting to fight someone in the
building. Public Safety and Fairfield Police Officers responded.
1:28 a,m.- West Hall NESS Officer requested Public Safety
assistance for a group of people who pushed their way into the building
past him; Public Safety responded.
1:53 aan.- Public Safety Officerrequests assistance at Jefferson
Hill with a group of disorderly students; additional Public Safety
Officers and Fairfield Police Officers responded to restore order.
2:18 a.m.- South Hall RA reports the third floor common area
was trashed.
1:45 p.m.- Minor motor vehicle accident reported in the North
Lot; both parties exchanged information.
ll:50pjn.- Studentbecame disorderly in the Outpost; Fairfield
Police were called; student was removed and driven home by his friend.
Jan. 31:12:01 a.m.- West Hall student receiving harassing telephone
calls.
11:45 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm caused by students smoking
cigarettes.

Write for News !!!!

Call or E-Mail lor a tree color brochure

wrww.skitravel.com

1-800-999-SKI-9

Call Liz or Brian at 7966
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Graduate open house coming El Salvador trip awaits
By Jon De Benedictis
Contributing Writer

The Office of Graduate Ad
missions announced that it will
be holding an open house on
Feb. 11 from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. in the Mahogany Room.
The open house is open to
all Sacred Heart undergradu
ates. All graduate programs
will be represented at the open
house.
“We are holding the open
house early enough in the spring
so that there is enough time to
get people thinking about what
their plans for next fall will be,”
said Alexis Haakonsen, a coun
selor from Graduate Admis
sions.

The graduate programs that
are offered at Sacred Heart are
MBA, Education, Computer
Science, Religious Studies,
Chemistry, Nursing, Physical
Therapy, Occupational Therapy,
and Healthy Systems Manage
ment.
Approximately 1,465 full
time and part-time graduate stu
dents attend Sacred Heart.
While many graduate stu
dents attended Sacred Heart as
undergraduates, a large number
have graduated from around the
Northeast.
Most people enroll in
graduate programs to further
their education and be better
prepared for the working world.
For some, it is a require
ment for their particular occu
pation to do graduate work.

Joseph Beleznay, a junior
from Fairfield said that although
he is at least a year away from
graduating, he is still interested
in attending the open house.
“I have given serious
thought of late to pursuing gradu
ate studies,” he said.
“I feel that the open house
will help to give more informa
tion about what Sacred Heart
has to offer as far as graduate
programs are concerned,” he
added
Deadlines for applications
vary for different graduate pro
grams, said Haakonsen.
Those interested in more in
formation about the open house
can stop by the Department of
Graduate Admissions on the sec
ond floor of the Campus Center
or call 365-7619.

College of Buisness hopes for accreditation
By Kristen Jeiormine
Contributing Writer

For the next five years the
College of Business will be un
dergoing preparation for an ac
creditation by the American As
sociation of Colleges and Busi
ness Schools (AACSB).
The AACSB is the agency
which sets academic standards
for faculty and students in the
College ofBusiness, making sure
that professors meet credential
standards and stay current with'
the changes in business.
The College of Business re
cently prepared a self study,
which is a self-examination of
all areas in the business curricu
lum.
The findings will be com
pared to the AACSB’s book of

criteria and standards, and any
inadequate areas will be revised.
Over the next five years the
college hopes to attain all the
goals set by the AACSB.
“The accreditation can only
do good things for the school,”
said Dr. Theresa Gonzalez, pro
gram director of the M.A. in
Health Systems Management.
The accreditation will en
courage the setting of higher stan
dards for the College of Busi
ness.
“The accreditation shows
university commitment to deliy'“ering'quality education,” sIm
Gonzalez.
The move for accreditation
was first proposed by the faculty
of the College of Business and
was supported by the adminis
tration.
“Only positive things can
come from having this accredi

tation,” said Dr. Benoit Boyer,
dean of the College of Business.
“The goal is to prove some
thing that is already known; Sa
cred Heart University has qual
ity programs," he added.
“The program will not be
rejected,” he added.
The reason for this is that
Boyer can postpone the accredi
tation for as long as it takes to
prepare the program.
“There is nothing we cannot
surmount,” said Boyer.
“Students from an accred^ited school get jobs with higher
salaries,” he added
“The accreditation will put
the university on a higher level,”
said Mark Block, president of
the Graduate Council.
“The council, in general, is
in favor of the accreditation. They
only wish that the process was
speedier,” said Block.

Contributed Photo

Three children fromEL Salvador stand in their native land. A
group of students, faculty and staff will be travelling to Tierra
Blanca in El Salvador during Spring Break.

Abbot Francis visits SHU
Special to the Spectrum
Abbot Francis Kline of Our
Lady of Mepkin Monastery in
South Carolina spent two days
in late January (27-28) on the
Sacred Heart University cam
pus.
The Abbot spoke to stu
dents in the Classics of Western
Spirituality class of President
Anthony J. Cenera, met with

catechumens and sacramental
candidates, conducted open fo
rums, and addressed the Univer
sity community. The title of his
talk was “Monasticism and the
Intellectual Tradition.”
Kline was elected third ab
bot of Mepkin Abbey, a founda
tion of Gethsemani in the
Cistercian Order, in 1990. His
new book. Lovers of the Place:

Monasticism Loose in the
Church, was published in 1997.

Contributed Photo

Some SHU students dine with Abbot Francis last Wednesday.

Enviornmental Club looks to ’98
Group excited about this semester
By Beth Brady
Contributing Writer

Photo by Kerrie Darress

Due to a recent increase in
its members, the Environmen
tal Club has big plans for this
semester’s activities. The club
started four years ago with three
members, now has 17 mem
bers.
Club President Jessica
Clark, a senior, fellow member
junior Marisa Cadenazzi and
club advisor Kin Sousa-Peoples
said that because the club gained
so many new members they
expect big things for the semes
ter.
“We just want to promote
enviornmental awareness in the
Sacred Heart community,” said
Cadenazzi
The club is focusing on an
enviornmental fair planned for
Earth Day, April 22.
“It will be a lot easier to get
things accomplished with so
many more people,” said Clark.
Although nothing is defi
nite, the club is planning for a
tie-dye t-shirt, a planting booth,
and a ‘make your own recycle
paper’ booth as well as the pos
sibility of a rock climbing wall.

Another club project for
this semester is the Adopt a
Species Program. Last semes
ter, money was raised to adopt
either a whale, a manatee, or a
coral reef and the club plans to
raise more if it is needed.
In
the
past,
the
Enviornmental Club has been
responsible for things such as
the blue recycling bins on cam
pus and the plastic tumbler cups
that were in the Dining Hall for
only a short time.
Although recycling bins
remain around campus and
campus housing, 75 percent of
the tumbler, which were being
used to cut down on trash and
Styrofodm, were stolen from
the cafeteria.
Kim Muller, a sophomore
from Long Island was outraged
by this.
“By stealing those cups,
they were not only diminish
ing money but forcing the ad
ministration not to take stu
dents concerned about the en
vironment seriously,” she said.
For those concerned about
the environment and want to
help out, can stop by the club
meetings on Wednesdays at
6:30 p.m. in the conference
room next to the ATM.
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February 4

February 11

A Reading of the
Governor’s Proclamation

Cultural Competence:
Are We Having Fun Yet?

Please join us as we kick-off Black Histo^ Month
with a reading of the Governor’s Proclamation by
Dr. Patricia Walker, Dean, College of Education &
Health Professions.

Dr. josepha Campinha-Bacote, Ph.D., President
of Transcultural CAR.E. Assodates will lead
students in a group discussion on cultural

3 P.M., MAHOGANY ROOM

sensitivity & its role in student interactions &
learning. Box lunches provided, registration

February 5

required, limited to 75. Call x8024, Donna
Brooks to register.

African American Coffeehouse
Featuring the talented storyteller. Lot Therrio.
Stories from Africa, America (African American &
Native American), China, Japan, & Europe.

12 NOON, SC23I

Sponsored by College of Education & Health
hofesskms. Office ofAcademic Affairs, G.£
Scholars Program, Office of Multicultural Affairs,
Coca Colo Corporation

7:30 P.M., FACULTY LOUNGE

^nsortd by The International Center

February 6

|azz Night at the Pub
A jan quartet performing works from the
Standard jazz library.

February 13

Times Gone By Black History
Memorabilia Exhibit
Slave shackles, revolutionary war records,

I0RM.,THE OUTPOST PUB

letters & photos, in addition to numerous

Sponsored by Band Council

historical items will be on displ^ by the

February 7

4 RM., FACULTY LOUNGE

T^ip to the movie
’’Amistad”

Sponsored by the International Club

Come see the film which portrays the true story

Health, Fitness &
Beauty Mini-Expo

collector, Valerie Bertrand.

of the Spanish slave ship 'La Amistad”. It is a
story that challenges the very foundation of our
legal system. This is a fight for the basic right of
all mankind...freedom. Sign up in Student Life,
Cost - $2 per person (includes ticket & bus ride).
Limited to the first 45 people.

February 17

An opportunity to obtain information & receive
Jree samples on health the latest beauty .
products. Free blood pressure screenings
makeovers by Prescriptives Cosmetic.

7 P.M., FAIRFIELD CINEMAS

11 AM., FACULTY LOUNGE

Sponsored by Student Events Team

Sponsored by The International Center
& Health Services

&

February 10

’’Amistad” Presentation
& Book Signing

February 18

Travel back in time to an event that shaped

Forum Fires in the Mirror

American history. On the top 25 of NY Times
Bestseller's Ust. Price • $12.95 paperback,

A discussion & film of the race riots in Crown
Heights and the ensuing tensions.

limited quantity.

4 RM., FACULTY LOUNGE

12 NOON, FACULTY LOUNGE

Sponsored by The Education Department

Sponsored by The International Center

February 11

it’s A Smali World
After Ail: A New Look At
Cultural Diversity in
Higher Education

February 26

Black History Month
“Jeopardy”
A traditional trivia game in jeopardy fashion.
Win prizes by playing or just come to watch!

9 RM., THE OUTPOST PUB

Sponsored by The Student Union Office

Dr. Josepha Campinha-Bacote, Ph.D., President of
Transcultural CAR.E. Associates will present her
model of cultural competence in higher education.
Model can be used as a framework to assist faculty
in the integration of cultural concepts into their

For More Information on Black History Month,
please contact The Student Life Office at
371-7846.

courses. Attendance limited to Faculty & Staff.

10 A.M., SCHINE AUDITORIUM

Sponsored by College of Education & Health
hofessions, Office ofAcademic Affairs, C.E. Scholars
Program. Office of Multicultural Affairs, Coca Cola
Corporation

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY

Commentary
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EDITORIALS
Chaos erupts with Parkridge parking
Since road construction has begun on Park
Avenue and Geduldig Street, Parkridge
Townhouse residents have been restricted from
parking in their driveways for the remainder of the
semester, and all Parkridge residents have been
restricted from parking on the majority of the street
areas surrounding Parkridge. Some residents,
(41), were lucky enough to win a parking space
behind Parkridge through a lottery. Others, (55),
were left with no choice but to park either at the
neighboring Jewish Community Center or down
lonely side streets.
We are concerned about the safety of students
who have to park away from Parkridge, as well as
the safety of their cars, since their cars will be out of
sight and pose as an invitation for crime and vandal
ism. What will happen when students return home
late at night and have to walk from their car to
Parkridge? Will a Public Safety Officer be there
guaranteed every night watching over them and
their cars or is this just an empty promise?
We believe that if there is any time to hire
more officers, and more reliable officers, the time
is now.

Patchwork soiutions are just a start
Since the beginning of this year, the Art
Department has been trying to find a solution to
its inadequate facility, acquired by the renova
tions to the Science Wing over the summer.
Through several meetings with Administration,
petitions, and the latest measure, contacting
parents of art majors, the Art Club has tried to
reach a resolution.
We believe that the actions of the Art Club
and Department are actions of necessity. Since
the fall semester, measures have been taken by
Administration to rectify the problem. These
measures, however, are the equivalent of plug
ging a leak with one’s finger — a temporary and
tentative solution to a permanent problem.
By adding light bulbs and moving drawing
classes into the Campus Center, Administration
feels they have begun to address the Art
Department’s concerns, but must continue in
order to fully solve the problem. As of now, these
patchwork solutions are far from a complete
answer to the problem.
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Hidden successes are noticed
Several times during the year,
and especially in the Spring se
mester, the University takes the
opportunity to single out student
achieve
ments in
academics,
leadership,
athletics
and
in
volvement.
It is a time
for grati
tude, pride
and well- „ „
.
earned suecesses.
Louise Nadeau
There
" '
are, however, other areas where
successes are achieved, but be
cause of their nature, cannot be
proclaimed publicly. They are
monumental achievements in per
sonal growth, integrity and heal
ing.
They are the quiet, hidden
successes that are known to those
of us who have had the privilege
of sharing with students this part
of their journey, namely, some
faculty, staff and those of us in the
Counseling Center.
Today, we take this opportu
nity to celebrate and honor
YOU:
•You who try daily to act as if
life were normal while each phone
call fills you with dread, knowing
that your Mom or Dad is dying
and that this might be the phone
call that summons you home.
•You who try time and time
again to establish healthy bound
aries in relationships while deal
ing with memories of abuse and
rape.
•You who are watching your
parents relationship disintegrate
and can only sit and watch it hap
pen, prayihg you will not have to
take sides.
•You who do not want to go
home for breaks because of the
yelling and emotional abuse you
put up with when one or both
parents abuse alcohol.
•You who cry inside when
someone makes a joke about gay
people, knowing full well they are
laughing about you...if they only
knew.

•You who have been too em
barrassed to bring friends home
with youforthe weekend, for home
is not a place you are proud of.
•You who get scared when
there is yelling because loud voices
bring on a flashback of past putdowns and hurtful manipulations.
•You who have loved again
after a very painful break-up.
•You who deal on a daily
basis with effects of medication
that you must remain on if you are
to function.
•You who try so hard to hide
your learning disability because
in the past you were laughed at for
it.
•You who get up every day
and go through the motions, fight
ing a depression that frightens you
so much you are afraid to mention
it to anyone.
•You who have a secret eat
ing disorder that you struggle with
daily...and no one applauds you
when you eat a good meal and do
not reject it.
•You who think you’re kid
ding yourself denying an alcohol
problem, knowing all the while
you have a family history of sub
stance abuse but your roommates
know and worry about you.
•You who have spent hours
trying to convince your friend not
to end his/her life and have gotten
them the help they needed.
•You who have brought a
roommate or a friend for help when
they were too scared to come by.
themselves.
•You who go to class daily
with an aching and grieving heart
because your Mom/Dad or spe
cial person in your family has died
recently.
•You who struggle daily with
“old tapes” of coaches or teachers
who told you that you would not
amount to much.
•You who are confused and
lack direction and have taken the
first step in talking to someone
about it.
•You who have faced the
court system, made restitution, did
community service and are trying
so hard to change.
•You who worry about a
brother or sister who lives at home

Deciding to leave after careful contemplation
I thought I’d take this oppor
tunity to let readers know that
this will be my
final week as
associate edi
tor of the 5pectrum. It’s not
because I don’t
enjoy working
here; I do and
that made my
BY BRAD
decision ex
WILSON
tremely diffi
cult. Since I ——
began as a staff
writer
my
sophomore
year. I’ve gained valuable expe
rience pertaining to the journal
ism field. However, I’ve found
that the Spectrum, on top of my
other responsibilities this semes
ter, is simply too time consum
ing.
I came fo this decision after
a long talk with my parents over
the winter recess. We looked at
the seemingly endless hours I

was putting into the Spectrum,
courses and lacrosse. Being a
senior, we looked at the added
importance of sending out job
applications and the time needed
to handle that. We knew one of
my responsibilities would have
to be eliminated as to make sure
my others would receive appro
priate attention.
My classes this semester are
more challenging than they’ve
been in the past. One course
specifically. Senior Project, I
know will need many hours de
voted to it. Being that I’m on
track to graduate this May, I can’t
allow any grades to slip. Studies
are always what comes foremost
and at this point of my collegiate
experience they need increased
attention.
I’ve been playing lacrosse
since I was seven and have been
a member of Sacred Heart’s team
since my freshman year. La
crosse and the friends I’ve made
on the Sacred Heart team are too

much a part of my life to abandon.
I know I need to continue to play
and contribute this spring as the
team begins its venture into Divi
sion I.

PERSPECTIVE
So the only possible solution
became clear. Although it was a
difficult decision to make, I knew
that I needed to discontinue my
duties with the Spectrum. The
Spectrum and its staff have done
a wonderfuljob reporting the news
to the Sacred Heart University
community.
They are all marvelous
people and I feel fortunate to have
been able to work with them.
Last academic year, the Spec
trum received a Scholastic Press
Association first place award. I
was Sports Editor at the time of
the accolade and felt privileged to
have been part of such a presti
gious honor. I’m positive that
after I leave they will continue to

produce a top notch publication.
My time spent as a member
of the Spectrum has been ex
tremely worthwhile. The experi
ence I’ve gained has led to nu
merous opportunities, including
a summer internship with the
Times Union of Albany. I’m-sure
the experience will lead to other
opportunities in the future as well.

The staff
wishes Brad
the best of
luck...and
thanks him
for
everything.

because no one seems to notice or
care who they are becoming.
•You who try to be happy for
your friends on Valentine’s Day,
knowing that no one will remember
you in a special way on that day.
•You who cried yourself to
sleep one night because no one
remembered your AA anniversary.
•You who have practiced and
grown into a gentile person, de
spite memories of violence and
cruelty that you witnessed as a
child.
•You who have been repeat
edly beaten and slapped and have
vowed never to raise a hand to
anyone.
•You who have paid a very
high price for a degree worrying
each semester if you had the grades
to continue the scholarship, with
out which you would not be able
to remain at Sacred Heart.
•You who have a grateful
heart for one who has taken care of
your child during the week so that
you could come to school.
•You who did not have a sup
portive life partner who under
stood he importance of your edu
cation. Your degree cost you a
divorce.
•You who are dealing with
HIV and don’t know when you
may get terribly sick and need
someone else to take care of you.
• You who are dealing with an
unplanned pregnancy and trying
to make the best decision for your
self and your child.
•You who feels the intense
pressure to be a star athlete and the
exceptional student, knowing that
you just cannot do everything.
•You who have to juggle your
academics, your off-campus jobs,
and your work-study and still find
time for yourself.
•And the list could continue
on and on.
•To all of you young (and not
so young) women and men of cour
age: we marvel at your strength
and we are grateful to you for
allowing us into your lives...for
we have become more tender
people for having met you.
SisterAnne-Louise Nadeau
is director ofPersonal Counseling at
Sacred Heart University.

EDITORIAL POLICY:
The editorial pages ase
an open forum. Letters
to the editor are encour
aged. All submissions
are subject to editing for
spelling, punctuation,
gramtnarandclarity. The
Spectrum does not as
sume copyright for any
published material. All
submissions are reviewed
by the Editorial Board.
The Spectrum is a stu
dent-run newspaper of
Sacred Heart University,
published every Thursday
during the academic year.
All mail should be Sent to
Spectrum, Sacred Heart
UniversityS 151 Park Av
enue, Fairfield, CT
06432-1000. The adver
tising deadline is 7 days
prior to publication. Of
fice phone numbers are
<203) 371-7966 or 7963.
Fax number is (203) 3717828.
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Student responds TO LETTER CRITICIZING HER LETTER, QUESTIONS SHU SAFETY
To the Editor:
the Public Safety office and disomething be done about that?
This letter is in response to
“SHU Alumnus Defends Public
Safety...” printed in the Spec
trum on January 29, 1998.
Three weeks ago, during the
last 15 minutes of my Rhetoric
class, the professor asked us to
write a letter to the editor.
I quickly began scribbling
away about something that was
still on my mind: the vandalism
of my visitor’s car during a brief
stop at SHU in November.
I did not attack, or have any
intent to, belittle Public Safety.
I would have assumed with
out questioning that college stu
dents everywhere ask much of
their public safety departments.
However, I fail to under
stand how a car parked in the
most visible row of a well-illu
minated lot, within 200 yards of

rectly in line with it s monitoring
camera, could have been extensively vandalized and stripped.
Regardless of the exact
amount of time this crime took—
or my intelligence level—I was
simply expressing my feelings
about a horrible wrong.
Other SHU students have
shown great concern for car thefts
on this campus.
Most recently, the Januaiy
29, 1998 issue of the Spectrum
printed a letter titled “Another
Student Wonders Where Public
Safety is During Thefts.”
This letter addressed the same
questions I have—too many cars
are being broken into and stolen
off campus; why isn't anyone stop
ping it?
If law enforcers spend less
time on patrol in comparison to
administrative duties, shouldn't

This issue is not a question
of students running stop signs,
calling Public Safety for rides.
setting off alarms or opening
locked doors.
Things such as these are a
product of our doing, the stu
dents.
Let's differentiate between
situations that arise becuase of
our mistakes and criminal activ
ity.
This particular occurrence
did take a good 30 minutes to be
completed, according to the
Fairfield Police Officer who re
sponded to the crime. Thirty
minutes.
SHU has had several prob
lems with car theft and I am not
placing the blame of Public
Safety, but I feel that more pre
cautions need to be taken.
If a Public Safety officer is

Are laptops useful or a proven flop?

unlocking a door for a student,
then shouldn’t another officer be
patrolling the parking lots?
What is the purpose of having
security cameras if the monitors
are not being watched or recorded?
Entering other colleges or uni
versities is comparable to getting
through airport security.
I have given iny driver’s li
cense and license plate number to
an officer at the school entrance
and then again at the dormitories.
How is it that criminals are
coming onto this campus at night
and being overlooked?
Sadly, it’s a real shame that
this SHU graduate feels the need
to use his time pulling part my
genuine concerns rather than
working on a way to heal this
obvious problem.

Leah Czarnecki

Editor-In-Chief
& Publisher
Gina Norelli

Associate Editor
Brad Wilson

Co-News Editors
Brian Corasaniti
Elizabeth Hyer

Features Editor
Wayne Kosminoff

Assistant Features Editors
Amber Schaper
Keysha Whitaker

A & E Editor
Tara S. Deenihan

first-year student

Life is fine without laptops

Sports Editor
Julie Ann Nevero

To the Editor:
By now, every Sacred Heart student
has experienced some problem or has ex
pressed some sort of concern associated
with their laptops. By now, we’ve all seen
that being a proud owner of a laptop brings
many complications. We all purchased
these computers with expectations of high
capabilities and multiple usages. The pros
pect of being students with individual com
puters and a foot in the door of the techno
logical age was a major selling point foj
coming to Sacred Heart University, ft is
therefore extremely disappointing to so
many students who have individually paid
a couple of thousand dollars or are making
payments now, that so many problems are

taking place with the network and our
laptops.
This is really annoying. I don’t want
to make this a letter to tear down Comp
USA and/or our ‘help’ desk (however
much we students feel they deserve it) but
one that serves as a declaration to all those
involved with the laptop issue letting them
know without anger or disgust that we
want to be thought of as consumers. We’ve
spent the money on these potentially won
derful tools that can teach and help us so
rrfuch and we deserve more information
and faster progress in straightening out
what we have invested in.

Dannica Bailey

To the Editor:
As a commuter student at Sacred Heart Uni
versity, I have successfully completed my first
semester without the use of a laptop.
At orientation it was mandatory that all fresh
man must buy laptops. I decided to buy mine
cheaper through a discount catalog until I found
that I did not need the laptop for any of my classes.
Since I am a commuter, I have a desktop
computer at home where I get all my papers done.
I feel that commuters should have a choice to have
laptop computers.
Since 1 have a computer at home and the school
has much access to computers in their computer
labs, I feel as though I can do my assignments just
as well as the students who have laptops.
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WHOISVOURSWEETHEART?
Students: Submit a favorite photo of you and your honey to appear in the
Valentine's issue of the Spectrum (Feb. 12). Fill out the coupon belowand
place it, along with your photo, in an envelope. Drop off to theSpectrum office
by tomorrow. Feb. 6. Pnotoswillbe returned toyou!
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SHU debate society visits Athens
By Wayne Kosminoff
Features Editor
One month ago, seniors
George Oldroy and Nathan
Prusi, two members of the Sa
cred Heart University Debate
Society, competed in the 18th
annual World University De
bating Championships.
The society, which is ad
vised by Matthew Reale, a law
yer and adjunct professor here
at SHU, was founded in 1983 by
Dr. Gary Rose, a political sci
ence instructor.
Oldroy and Prusi, two of
the 10 members, traveled on
Dec. 30 to Athens, Greece for
one week of competition. They
competed for the championship
at the American College of Ath
ens Greece.
The two competitors, who
resided in the Hilton, faced only
a small portion of the 350 teams,
such as India and Trinidad; they
returned with a record of 5-4.

When the two arrived in the
city, where the Olympics origi
nated, Oldroy entered the air
port and claimed he was slightly
nervous due to the lack of secu
rity. He described Athens as
having close similarities to New
York, but without zoning laws.
Yet, at the same time, once
he settled in he discovered,
“There was pretty much some
thing to do every night; the
mayor of Athens even attended
some of the events. Basically, I
had a great time while 1 was
there.”
Due to the lack of time spent
in the country, Prussi com
mented that he really didn’t ap
preciate his experience until he
had returned from the event. He
did however say, “All of the
competitors were very friendly
and we had a remarkable experi
ence. It was not 100 percent, but
if anything, it was entertaining
and constructive.”
Although the Debate Soci
ety did not come back as victors.
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Contributed Photo
The photo is located in downtown Athens Greece, where the two competitors toured.
Reale, a former president of the
Debate Society, said ofhis squad,
“I would rank our debaters little
above average. If I had to rank
them, I would give them a seven

out of a 10 point scale.”
Although the team did not
do as well as they hoped. Reale
added that being on the team
itself is a personal experience.

■ 'S9S

“I’m very proud of them.
Just being able to compete on an
intellectual level with universi
ties such as Brown, or Harvard
and to be able to hold their own
is an accomplishment.”
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African American Coffeehouse Mindful thoughts
By Amber Schaper
Assistant Features Editor

To celebrate Black History
Month, the International Center
is sponsoring the African Ameri
can Coffeehouse on February 5
at 8 p.m., in the faculty lounge.
Hush puppies, sweet potato
pie, and chicken wings will be
served, as well as the traditional
storytime food, milk and cook
ies. These treats will be spe
cially made by local caterers.
The African American per
former, Lot Therrio, a former
minister, currently is a psycho
therapist and storyteller.
Therrio tells personal sto
ries about growing up, as well as
ones from other cultures, such as
Native American, Asian, andEuropean.
Grace Lim, Assistant Di
rector of Student Life for Inter

national Programs, stated she ob
tained the idea of presenting
Therrio from Dr. Jane Gangi, an
education professor here at Sa
cred Heart.
“She is the only one at the
university who has seen him per
form,” explained Lim.
Storytelling is not merely a
fantasy land. There are conven
tions and conferences for story
tellers, where they come together
to get ideas and critique each
other’s work. Storytelling is used
as a medium to open people, even
adults, to the realities of life.
Some professions which come to
the convention are nurses, teach
ers and librarians.
“It’s a very natural and inti
mate art, even more so than the
ater. When someone tells a story,
you feel like they are telling it
just to you- if they’re a good
teller,” said Barbara Reed,
founder of the annual storytelling
festivals at Connecticut College,

and founder of the Connecticut
Storytelling Center.
Of his time on the stage,
Therrio expressed, “I felt the
quiet of the room. I almost felt
they were on the stage with me,
or I was with them in the middle
of the audience. It’s the most
intimate experience I’ve ever
had. The storyteller really has
the opportunity to tell to eyes
and hearts.”
History has been passed
down as the spoken word since
time has began.
Before the written language
was developed, oral stories were
the way that people found out
information from one another.
The stories were “So inter
esting that people will remem
ber the history behind the story
to carry it on to the next genera
tion,” replied Lim.
“All individuals can benifit
from the oral, as well as the writ
ten aspect of communication,”
said Tcho Caulker, a first-gen
eration
American
from
Sierrraleone, Western Africa.
Caulker, 20, a junior English
major from East Orange, N.J.
“I believe that Black His
tory Month is to celebrate the
history of all Americans, all
people who have been oppressed
or discriminated against,” Lim
said. “History has always been
presented as a one sided story.
Telling both sides is in the spirit
of what Martin Luther King Jr.
really believed in,” she added.
Many of the education
classes are required to go to this
event, so Lim suggests making
reservations by calling her at x7614. The coffeehouse is free
for SHU students, a donation of
$3 is recommended for other in
dividuals.

With a group of people I
One day, a group from Com
munity Connections were at a
helped put on a retreat for teen
agers called Emmaus. My par
cafe in the Hollow section of
Bridgeport called Bert’s Place.
ish is Our Lady of the Assump
tion in Fairfield, which offered
Our job that day was to clean the
this to high school teens this
walls and ceiling and to paint.
A customer who was eating
weekend.
One of my major responsi
lunch came up to a few of us and
bilities was to give a talk to fif
asked what we were doing. We
teen teenagers about the ways I
told him that we were students
incorporate God into my life.
from SHU doing conununity ser
vice for the week. Helaughtedat
This was no small task.
I used my family as an ex
us and said, "I guess they’re try
ample. The two years we worked
ing to teach you how to lift the
poor.” I was re
together to take
ally saddened by
care of my ill
this comment and
grandmother until
I thought about
she died, but one
him for the rest of
of my main fo
cuses of this was
the day.
A funny thing
drawn from my
happened this
Sacred Heart ex
weekend.
I
perience of com
walked into the re
munity connec
treat center feel
tions.
ing that because I
This
re
Alexis P. Harrison
was older than the
minded me of an
other time that I did some com
high school candidates, I had a
munity service. Led by Phyllis
wisdom they didn’t have.
Machledt, Director of Service
Here is a quote I remem
Learning, 18 other freshmen and
bered this quote by Elie Weisel,
1,5 senior leaders and numerous
it touched me:
faculty and staff membbers spent
“When I was a young man, I
the week living on the east side
wanted to change the world, and
of Bridgeport in the St. Charles
as I got older I realized that to
Urban Retreat Center.
change the world, I should first
I loved the experience, and
start with my country. But then I
there were a few encounters that
realized that was probaly ambi
really touched me.
tious, so I tried just to change my
One early evening we were
city. And as I got even older, I
at a supper helping serving. I
realized that within my city, I
offered to watch a baby while a
should focus first on my neigh
young mother was getting her
borhood comminity. But to ef
dinner.
fectively do that, I had to first
His name was Aaron, and
start with my family. And to
he was the most precious human
create change in my family, I
being. Someone who worked at
must first start with myself.”
the supper later told me that he
Always begin change within
was bom addicted to crack, and
yourself.
with the AIDS virus.
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Slaverly; alive and well in the 18th century
iy Christopher ihermRin
and Ori I^Hrureii Keniptun

Bufing the plenHing of
81aek Hislory month at SHU.
Christophif Sherman, President
of Omega Phi Kappa and Br.
Uauren Kempton, Assistant Pr0=
fissor of idueation started dis=
eussing a possible series of ar=
tieles for tb Speytrum,
A line from the movie
“Amistad" about Cinque, the
leader of the slave revolt, in=
spired this feature and fttfure fea=
tures, The line isi ‘IfhetCinque)
were while, his story would be
told and retold in our ylass=
reoms:” Chris and Lauren
brainstormed a list of Afriean
Ameriean writers, inventors and
seientists who have stories to be
told: The first artiele follows on
slave revolts.
The release of Steven
Spielberg’s film '‘Amistad'' has
foeused attention on the subjeet
of resistanee against the tyranny
of slavery- The institution of
slavery is at least as old as re=
eorded history, and so are rebel=
lions against slavery,
The film is very mueh a part
of the history of the past S06
years in the Amerieas, Almost
immediately after their arrival in
the Western Hemisphere, iuro=
peans began a eenturies long sub^
jugation of the indigenous
peoples, Native resistanee was
so formidable, however, that the
iuropean settlers and
eolonlalists soon turned instead
'ply ofTspfives,"

The greatest eoneem was
that if any single rebellion should
suyyeed, it might ignite others
and lead to eatastrophe for those
whose wealth and power de=
pended on slave labor- When

rebellions did eeeur, they were
usually put down with great f6=
roeity and violenee,
Mende towns, whieh has
their own form of religion were
surrounded by farmland, with
rlee their primary erop, Young
girls were taught to look after
smaller ehildren, to fish with
hand nets, to make and mend
the nets and to eook, spin and
dye yarn,
Mende boys learned to
build dams for y atehing fish and
did most weaving work, Ad0=
leseents of both sexes joined
seeret societies, The most im=
portant of these was yalled a
**H8le" and had two major
branches, “Poro" for young men
and “Sande" for young women.
The Poro and Sande S0eiet=
les helped the young people to
learn self-diselpline and to b6=
eeme members of the adult com^
fflunity- Through these soeieu
ies, young people learned about
the laws, customs, religion and
history of the Mende peoplePoro and Sande societies were
very important in developing a
aense of loyalty to the uommu^
nity and its leaders- it was this
discipline and loyalty that would
later enable the African cap
tives of the Afflistad to survive
the ordeal that lay ahead.
The Spanish, who con
trolled Cuba. had signed a treaty
with iritain outlawing the slave
trade in i§26, (Although the
trade in new slaves had been
banned, the treaty did not ex
tend to those alr-eky in captivpart, being pressed into slavery
hy other Africans eollahorating
with iuropean slave-traders,
Some were people taken cap
tive in raids or wars with other
trihes, and others were already
in hondage in Mende and ether

African societies and were sim
ply sold fo the Portuguese or
Although these Africans
came from many difrerent hackgrounds and walks of life in
iheir native societies, to their
captors all that mattered was
that they be young, healthy and
capable of serving as friture
slaves, Chained together, they
were forced to walk great dis
tances to Sierra Leone and
thence to Lamboko, a port on
the coast,
At Lofflboko in the Spring
of IkP, the large Portuguese
slave ship Tecora took into its
holds some §(ip prisoners for
the long and dangerous voyage
across the Atlantic Ocean. Pew.
if any, of the prisoners had ever
even seen the ocean previously,
The crossing proved to he one
of e.xtreme hardship and lasted
for about two months, The Af
ricans lay chained together in
holds with only four feel of
headroom, and were alloited
only a cup of rice and a cup of
water each per day. They had
no access whatsoever to sani
tary facilities or medical care
and about a third of the captives
died of malnutrition, disease or
physical abuse before the ship
made its landfall in Cuba,
The Tecora arrived in Cuba
in June of 11^9 and the Afri
cans were immediately trans
ferred from the ship to
“barracoons”, large open-air
holding pens from which they
couldbe sold to individual slave

tfadcffs. Amoas tfaasa tfadexs

were Jose Kufr auJ t3on Pedro
Monies, who bought S3 Afri
cans, most of whom were
Mende, luii and Montes hired
the merchant ship La Amistad
to carry their human cargo to
Puerto Principe, another Cuhan

African Ame

r’oniiilwtuil I’bHtu

Hcfc's a photo attpihutad to Slack History Awareness month.

port, to he sold for what Rni/ and
Mtmtes amicipated wouhi he a
healthy profit,
After the ship bad sei sail
for Pueilo Principe, one of the
Mende asked the ship's cook
(probably also a Wesi African)
aboui their fate and was told,
cruelty, that the captives wem to
be killed and eaten, Bn hearing
this, the Mende set about trying
to escape their shackles,
One of them, a man named
§ingbe (and later erroneously re
ferred to by the nante Oinque),
succeeded in freeing himself and
then others. The captives then
located weapons and attacked
their captors, killing the cook and
theshtp’seapmifl while ffleufring
two faiahiies attiong the Aft leans.

Hearing fortheir jives should
they actually reach African
bhoms, Ihe ciewmen suiieptltiously turtted tlie sliip to the west
every nigfii after suiiset. know
ing that the Africans would have
no knowledge of navigating by
the stars, Pinaily, after many
weeks of lipagging east and
wgbt, the Amibiad made landfall
off the coast of Lond Island, After
Hitehoring on I,ting Island sound,
thg ship and its occupants were
taken into custotiv by the US
Navy on August 3bih, and were
brought to New London,
ta ti

writer md Ik-.
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CCO examines lack of student interest
By Gabriel Bonanni
Contributing Writer
A well-rounded student
seems to be what employers are
looking for in a college graduate.
Clubs may be an ideal way for
students to pass time, gain expe
rience, build social interaction
and do service to the community.
Sacred Heart University’s
Student Government holds a
Council of Clubs and Organiza
tions (CCO) to establish, super
vise, and guide extracurricular
activity.
The CCO is concerned with
a lack of enrollment in a variety
of organizations.
“Students seem to lack the
initiative to take full advantage
of what is offered,” commented
Henry Parkinson, Advisor to the
CCO. .
Clubs founded in the media,
student government, residential
life, and service organizations are
active and flourishing. However,
the clubs for the school’s two
most popular majors, psychol
ogy and pre-physical therapy,
were inactive as of the past fall
semester.
Although students are of
fered the option of starting their
own clubs to suit particular inter
ests, there are many established
clubs that would fulfill their
needs.
Students seem to shy away
from clubs for various reasons.
Many students are over-preoc
cupied with academics or em
ployment.
Alicia Hurley, a sophomore
from Lindenhurst, N.Y., stated,
“I had to quit the Outing Club
because I was always in the dark

room for the Spectrum; but, then
I had to stop shooting for the
paper because my school work
demanded most of my time.”
Many people feel they need
to be in a certain major or activ
ity to join. But, Parkinson as
sures, “You could walk into any
club and be welcomed with open
arms.”
“You don’t have to know
how to paint or draw to be in the
club. Youjust need to be willing
to work as part of a dedicated
group,” stated the president of
the Art Club, Kathy Hippeli, a
junior from Milford.
Hippeli complained, “Since
our department is stuck in the
basement, nobody seems to be
able to find us. We are hoping
that once we get relocated the
club will expand.”
The biology club provides
many activities such as lectures,
trips to aquariums, and flower
sales. Melina Rincon, a senior
biology major from Queens,
N.Y., heads the club.
Rincon feels, “People are
afraid of science because they
feel that only the elite can par
ticipate. But, it’s really all
around us in our daily lives.”
Rincon is also president of
the Pre-Health Club, the club
which she explains, “[is] here to
steer Pre-Health students in the
right direction.”
Another Academic club in
the sciences is the American
Chemical Society. The club puts
on Project Outreach science-ori
ented workshops for children,
teachers, and parents.
Its president, Jessica Clark,
senior chemistry major from
Calais, Maine, explained, “Many
of us are upper-classmen in

Photo by Kerrie Darrress

Here the women's Rugby club, a popular club on campus and division 11 champions practice for the
big game.
volved in other activities along
with planning for our own fu
tures.”
The English club presents
film screenings, hosts dinners,
and trips to places such as New
York City and the Yale Center
for British Art in New Haven.
The club is open to under
graduates, graduates, and faculty.
But, for English majors or mi
nors, it serves as a support sys
tem to answer their questions
concerning the curriculum.
The clubs president, Jenni
fer Hudson, ajuniorfromBridgeport, reiterated, “We’re open to
everyone. Our purpose is to en
gender a love for the English
language in literature, film and
theater.”
For students who want to
get away from academics, recre
ational clubs are an option.

One such group is the Out
ing Club, headed by Aaron
Chrostowsky, a sophomore from
Marlborough. The club offers
events such as hiking.
“We have been successful
providing small-group outings.
But, with a greater student body
involvement, the group could
grow to offer more diverse and
larger events,” emphasized vicepresident Joseph Laroche, a
sophomore from Derry, N.H.
Musically inclined students
should consider one of the
school’s bands.
The Marching Band plays at
Pioneer football games,par^es,
and exhibitions, while the Pep
Band plays at SHU men’s and
women’s basketball and ice
hockey games. Dwindling mem
bership may jeopardize these

events.
Sue Ostapow, a sophomore
clarinetist from Long Island,
N.Y., commented, “We started
out strong at the beginning of the
season, but towards the end, ev
erybody started losing interest.”
La Hispanidad is a club
where students can open their
minds to learn about other cul
tures, especially the Hispanic
heritage.
Cindy Burgos, a junior from
West Hartford cites low minor
ity enrollment in SHU as a rea
son for the club’s only having
just over half a dozen Spanish
student members.
j^“BuL” she reassures, “really
anyone’s weicomer’^fou do no'
have to be Spanish to join.”
Anyone interested in join
ing a club can call Student Ac
tivities at x7846.

The good, the bad, and the self-absorbed
By Keysha Whitaker
Assistant Features Editor
Most people enjoy looking
good. High self-esteem is often
an excellent characteristic.
But, what happens when
self-esteem takes a wrong turn,
ending up on self-centered lane?
Dr. Christina Taylor, of the
psychology department, said,
“Narcissism is a form of selflove. It sometimes suggests in
security. Conceit may be a way
of masking those feelings.”
Webster defines conceit as
vanity, or an overweening opin
ion of oneself.
In society, a person may be
considered conceited when they
are always concerned with their
looks. Many conceited people
may exhibit an “I’m too good
for anybody but myself,” atti
tude.
These individuals may be
misjudged, whether it be out of
jealousy, or a personal vendetta.
A shy individual may be mis
judged as conceited.
However, there may truly be a
fine line between pride and con
ceit - and the individuals who
cross it.
First year student, Kim
Bilik, an athletie training major,
from Green, N.J., said, “A con
ceited person is too concerned
with themselves rather than oth

ers. There is a difference be
tween pride aad conceit. Pride
is usually associated with an ac
complishment. Conceit is allaround self admiration.” It is
not uncommon for individuals
to take pride in their accom
plishments. Most people enjoy
receiving praise and compli
ments. Young children bring
home tests and papers they com-'
pleted in school to receive their
parents’ praise. The response
they receive from their parents,
and those around them, shapes
the way they will view them
selves and others in the future.
Though a turbulent stage,
most people seem to emerge ado
lescence unharmed. Unfortu
nately, the remainder may have
developed the “mirror, mirror”
complex.
The wicjced queen of Snow
White and the Seven Dwarves
had this complex.
Each day, she’d say, “Mir
ror, mirror on the wall? Who’s
the fairest of them all?” Unfor
tunately for her, the mirror told
the truth, telling of one that was
fairer than her. Snow White.
The queen ’ s preoccupation
with her looks bred an immense
jealousy and hatred for Snow
White.
Individuals are faced with
these emotions daily, and risk
being engulfed by them, if not
handled maturely. Many people

Photo by Kerrie Darress

Here, Nicholas Pascucci fixes his hair in the mirror while posing to prepare for a hot date.
seem to have these feelings
continuosly, struggling to gain
control over feelings of self ad
miration.
Which sex has the privilege
of being most concerned with
their looks or abilities?
First-year student, Stephen
Watcko, a math major from
Hamden said, “Women are more
eonceited when it comes to
looks. Men are more conceited
when it comes to ability. I think
that’s how males view males
and women view women.”
Women may comment on a
girl who is attractive or dressed
nicely. “She thinks she’s cute,”
is often a common phrase.

This may prove that beauty
truly is in the eye of the beholder.
This “conceited” person probably
has never spoken to the judge,
nor did that individual do any
thing to merit that label except be
considered attractive or dress
nice.
Females may exhibit jeal
ousy towards other girls in a more
vindictive manner, such as evil
looks, attitudes, and backbiting.
Men, however, may deal
with eonceit in a different man
ner.
Stephanie Thomas, a first
year student from Seymour, said,
“Conceit may be a problem with
guys when it comes to things

they can do. Guys like to show
up their friends. Girls value their
looks and what other people think
of them, but it is equal with guys
and girls.”
How can the problem of con
ceit be solved?
“I think the problem of con
ceit can be solved by people tak
ing a better view of themselves
and how they affect people
around them,” said first-year stu
dent, Heather Laverrier, from
Biddeford, Maine.
It seems the argument may
rage on. It may be hard to decide
when pride turns into conceit.
But, one fact may remain true, if
you don ’ t like yourself, who will?
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WSHU seeks funds through pledges
By Matt Duda

Contributing Writer
WSHU began a ten-day
pledge drive on Jan. 30 to raise
funds to continue broadcasting.
The station hopes to raise a total of
$250,000 in pledges.
WSHU provides news, clas
sical music and National Public
Radio programing to more than
158,000 listeners in southern Con
necticut and Long Island. The
station has held pledge drives for
14 years as a way to finance op
erations.
“69 percent of our budget
comes from listeners,” said Sta
tion Manager George Lombardi,
“the way that we generate money
is by going on the air and asking

for contributions.”
“People call and pledge
money to us simply because they
love WSHU,” said Membership
Director Eunice Stead.
According to Stead, more than
150 volunteers will answer phones
and collect pledges from listeners
while staff members on the air
urge people to support the station.
The volunteers are listeners who
enjoy WSHU’s programming.
“Those who feel the station is re
ally important to them volunteer
their time as well as their money,”
said Lombardi.
Three pledge drives are held
each year. Last October, WSHU
met its goal by collecting $240,000
in pledges.
Lombardi asks that listeners
contribute one dollar per week to

the station. “We provide a news
and entertainment to our listen
ers,” he said. “You can compare
that to paying six dollars a week
ifir a newspaper. What are you
paying for cable each month to
watch CNN? How much does it
cost to buy a CD?”
In return for cash contribu
tions, WSHU offers gifts such as
mugs, tee shirts and CDs. The
contributor selects the gift after
pledging a selected amount. A
donor who pledges $50 may
choose a magazine subscription,
while a $250 donor can receive
recognition on the air.
Feb. 9 is the last official day
of the drive. However, Lombardi
says that the drive will end if the
station reaches its goal before that
date.

’Chicken Soup' popular at SHU
poignant, Canfield illustrated how
real people have developed their
Contributing Writer
own potential and brought posi
tive changes in their lives,” said
After the release of the first
Kristin Buehner of “The Global
book in 1993 by a team of motiGazette.”
vational speakers, “Chicken
Sacred Heart students seem
"■Sotip forPie SonT’-st^sTikett^-^d feofTthS'^fies' 'ivellr“At a'
common phrase.
Helping Hands meeting, students
Since then, authors Jack
passed “Chicken Soup for the
Canfield and Mark Victor
Soul” around and each read a fa
Hansen have added sequels to
vorite story aloud to others in the
the original including “Chicken
group.
Soup for the Mother’s Soul”
While the books are popular
and “Chicken Soup for the Soul
enough to have sold over 20 mil
at Work.”
lion copies, the original book was
“Through stories that were
rejected by over 100 publishers
sometimes amusing, sometimes
before one in Florida decided to
By Heather L. Pulsifer

Vpcoming exhibits in the Gallery of Contem
porary Art at Sacred Heart University:

give it a chance.
“My roommate and I often
read each other stories from
‘Chicken Soup’ before we go to
sleep, said Holly Burk, a junior
from Smithfield, R.I., “It leaves
us with a warm feeling to fall
asleep to.”
“I read the stories over and
over and over again,” says Gia
Vacca, a sophomore from
Cranston, R.I., “I write the quotes
from those books in my journal.”
The purpose of these books
is to inspire people to overcome
obstacles, dream, have faith, and
realize they can make anything
happen.

Beyond Landscapes" works by

Alberta Cifolelli, currently showing through March 5.
Artists's Talk: Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
"Student Exhibit" March 2^ - April 20. Opening
reception March 22, 1-4 p.m. Plohn Scolarship
Awards at 2 p.m.
"Senior Portfolio Night" April 22.
"Bread Series" works by Apo Torosyan, May 3 - June
6. Opening reception May 3, 1-4 p.m. Artist's talk:
"5,:'7'p.ih,;

l^or ntore info, call the Gallery at 365-7650.

Write for A&E!
Call Tara at
X7963

'Inherit the Wind' auditions
By Danielle Nolan

Contributing Writer
Auditions for the upcoming production of “Inherit the Wind,”
presented by the Department of Communication Studies, will take
place in the University Theater on Monday, Feb. 9 and Tuesday, Feb.
10 from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. The play, written by Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee, will open on April 17 and continue through April 26.
“Inherit the Wind” had its genesis in the events of the famous
Scopes trial in which the teaching of Creationism came head to head
against the teaching of scientific Evolutionism.
Some of the characters include lawyers, a preacher, ajudge, people
of the town, a school teacher, newspaper reporters, radio announcers
and many other colorful individuals. The show was produced on
Broadway with 50 actors.
There are 20 to 30 male acting roles available and 15 to 30 female
roles. The parts range from ages ten to eighty. Parts are available for
all students and faculty who are able to attend three to five rehearsals.
Principal parts will require a bigger commitment.
Anyone interested in auditioning for “Inherit the Wind” may come
on Feb. 9 and 10 , Actors will be asked to read from the script.

McGowan conquers ’Phantoms’
By Ian Spelling

"Beyond-Flowers

Photo by Kerrie Darress
Deejay Susan Prince in the WSHU radio station.

College Press Service
At 23, Rose McGowan is a
rising Hollywood starlet. Perhaps
you saw her in “The Doom Gen
eration” or maybe even “Going
All the Way,” but you must have
seen her in “Scream.” She was
Neve Campbell’s pal, the one who
winds up with her head crushed by
a garage door.
Now, you’ve got it.
Well, get ready to scream
again with McGowan as she,
Joanna Going, Ben Affleck and
Peter O’Toole battle a mysterious
presence in “Phantoms,” based on
the Dean Koontz novel.
“I like that kind of film, that
kind of book. I like a lot of differ
ent things,” says McGowan dur
ing a conversation in her room at
a Manhattan hotel. “What’s so
cool about movies and any sort of
art is that sometimes you’re in the
mood for a crazy, lock the doors
experience, and sometimes you
want to see ‘The English Patient. ’ ”
Set in Colorado, “Phantoms”
unfolds like this: 700 people dis
appear from a quiet little town and
only two sisters (McGowan and

Going), the sheriff (Ben Affleck)
and his deputy (Liev Schreiber)
are alive. Something called the
Evil Entity, a mysterious life foree
that lives underground and can
assume assorted shapes, has re
surfaced to wreak havoc. Enter
the military, which is quickly dis
patched, and tabloid scribe
O’Toole, who’s previously writ
ten about the Evil Entity. Soon
enough, it’s up to the fab five to
save the world.
McGowan reports that she
didn’t read the book until after the
shoot wrapped, for her character
in the novel was only 14. She also
notes that “Phantoms” marked her
first time dealing with special ef
fects. But don’t get her started on
filming in Colorado in the heart of
the winter.
“I hate being cold, I hate it,”
she says, laughing. “It was surreal
to be out there at three in the
morning. I felt like I should be
waiting for a rescue party, not my
close-up. All I could say was,
‘Oh, my God, I’m so cold.’ And
when I saw the film, it didn’t even
look like it was that cold.”
All in all, the actress—whose
skin is as fair as her hair and eyes
are dark — thinks “Phantoms”

came together fine.
“I think of it as a supernatural
thriller,” she says. “People kept
asking me while I was making
‘Phantoms’ and right after we were
done, if it’s good, I couldn’t an
swer. I was acting with nothing,
and that was so completely for
eign to me, knowing that they’d
add all this stuff later on. So when
I saw it, I was happy with the way
it turned out.”
Of course, “Scream” was
pretty good too. McGowan ad
mits she had no idea that the hor
ror-thriller would hack through
the $100 million ceiling.
“I don’t know why, but I never
thought about how the film was
going to do,” she says. “People, I
think, liked ‘Scream’ because it
was so smart. Nothing about it
was dumbed down.”
So, who is McGowan? She
was bom in Florence, Italy, and
brought up in the same cult. The
Children of God, as River Phoe
nix. One of six kids, she was
reading by age three and model-

See McGowan, page 13
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Hawke, Paltrow have 'Great Expectations'
By Tara S. Deenihan
A&E Editor
What do you get
when you cross a 19th
Century British author
and a 90’s Mexican di
rector? “Great Expecta
tions.”
The latest incarna
tion of Charles Dickens’
1861 novel is directed
by Alfonso Cuaron and
stars Ethan Hawke and
Gwyneth Paltrow.
Although readers of the novel
will notice differences in charac
ter names and minor plot devices,
“Great Expectations” stays true to
Dickens’ story in its main pur
pose.
Hawke’s character, Finnegan
Bell, is first introduced as a child,
played by Jeremy James Kissner.
Finn, an orphan living with his
sister Maggie (Kim Dickens) and
her boyfriend Joe (Chris Cooper),
is invited by a wealthy eccentric
named Nora Dinsmoor (Anne
Bancroft) to play with her niece

Hawke
is
charming as Finn, re
turning to the soft speech
and lingering stares that
made him famous in
“Dead Poets Society.”
Paltrow is stunning as
the object of his affec
tion. Together they por
tray the mismatched lov
ers with delicate fervor
and convincing passion.
Robert DeNiro
Ethan Hawke and Gwyneth Paltrow in
performs strongly as
"Great Expectations"
Lustig, an escaped con
vict assisted by young Finn whom
Estella, played as a child by Raquel he meets again in N.Y. Bancroft’s
Beaudene.
Mrs. Dinsmoor is played with
Dinsmoor trains Estella to enough cruel eccentricity to be a
torture men, always remaining worthy villain, as well as enough
frustratingly out-of-reach. Finn tragedy to draw the audience’s
falls into Dinsmoor’s trap, falling sympathy.
hopelessly in love with Estella.
The movie is supported by a
Finn and Estella are reunited strong soundtrack including songs
as adults in New York, now played by Tori Amos, Pulp and the solo
by Hawke and Paltrow. Finn’s debut of Stone Temple Pilot’s
obsession continues to drive him, Scott Weiland.
Even taking license with
even when Estella announces that
she is engaged to Walter, a New Dickens’ original plot, “Great
York socialite played by Hank Expectations” is a respectful and
Azaria.
riveting delivery of a classic tale.

A&E Briefs
Artist to speak at Gallery
Alberta Cifolelli, whose exhibition "Bey0h<3
^
Flowers - Beyond Landscapes" is ciirteintlybeihg
shown in the Gallery of Contemporary A;rt, will give a
speech entitled "Evolution of a Painter" in the Gallery
on Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 7 p.m. For more information,
call the Gallery at 365-7650.

Trip to "Amistad"
On Saturday, Feb. 7 at 7 p.m., S.E.T. will be
sponsoring a trip to see the movie "Amistad," in
support of Black History Month. On Tuesday, Feb. 10,
there will be a presentation and "Amistad" book
signing at 12 noon in the Faculty Lounge.

Audition notice
Auditions will be held for the Center for the
Performing Arts production of "West Side Story" on
Feb. 11 and 12 from 7 p.m. through 9 p.m. in the
theater.
-Compiled by Tara S. DeenihM

McGowan: indie actress hits the mainstream
McGowan from page 12
ing soon after. Her parents di
vorced when she was still young.
By 19, after lots of wandering,
McGowan ended up in “Doom
Generation” and has since been a
sought-after actress on the indie
film circuit.
While her early years may
have been screwy, McGowan
thinks they served her well.
“I absolutely like who I’ve
become as a person,” she says. “I
didn’t have the family with the

mom who took her kids to Girl
Scouts or Boy Scouts after school.
1 didn’t want that life; I just didn’t
want to be judged.
“What was funny was that,
with ‘Scream,’ 1 got to be this
blonde who was popular, lived in
a beautiful house, with the mother
who cooked for me. It was so
foreign, it made me laugh. I never
even went to a normal high school.
So I lived it for about two months,
and that was about as much as 1
could handle.”
Next up for McGowan is
“Jawbreaker,” a dark comedy

she’ll shoot in the spring. By then,
she hopes, two other independent
films she completed will be re
leased. There’s “Southie,” adrama
about a messed up Irish Catholic
family, and “Lewis and Clark and
George,” a drama that casts her as
a mute con artist.
“F ve been doing this for three
years,” McGowan says. “That’s
not a long time. I get impatient
sometimes. I’d like to do bigger
films, but not sell-out films. I’m
doing okay as it is, and in the
future I’d just like to mix it up a
bit.”
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An air bag saved the driver
A blood bag saved the passenger.

The Spectrum is hiring ad
representatives. Earn 15%
commission on all ads that
you sell.*,
Off campus ad (half page, camera ready) = $108.00
You earn

$29.70

Off campus ad (full page, camera ready) = $360.00
You earn

^.;v

American
Red. Cross
^ive blood again. It nnll be felt for a lifetime.

"

$54.00

CALLTODAY. 371-7963
No prior experience necessary...just some
enthusiasm, dedication and self-motivation.
‘Commission is paid to you when we receive payment frwn advertisers* ^
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In the Spotlight

Jill Murgia

Women's Hockey

Dave Fesko

Men's Basketball

The freshman for
ward from Stoneham,
Mass, netted six goals in
the team's three latest wins
including four in the 10-0
blowout against Connecti
cut College. She also had
a goal in each of the
victories against Hamilton
and Colgate.

The junior forward
from South Hadley, Mass,
had a total 46 points in the
team's recent victories
including 26 against
Franklin Pierce College
last Saturday on Alumni
Day. His performance
aided in bringing the team
above the .500 mark.

Quote of the Week: ’*My eyes
started to water. It hits you. Ifsail
starting. This is what ifs all about, f
—U.S. speedskater Derek Parra of San Bernardino,Calif.,
shares what it meant to him to see the U.S. flag raised in
Athletes Villiage last Sunday in preparation for
Olympics in Nagano, Japan

PIONEER CLA
HELP WANTED
HOW DOES $800AYEEK
EXTRA INCOME
sound to you??
Amazingly, profitable
opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

American Dream
lose weight, bulk up, .
feel great and make $!
I made $420 my first week
and lost 421bs in six weeks!
call (203)-758-3534
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling Medical
I.D. Cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area.
Experience unncecessary,
will train. Call Medicard
1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M
TENNIS COACH
For youth program, p/t,
seasonal, 10 hrs/wk after
school spring & fall, summer
daytime 25 hrs/wk, 7/1/98-8/
15/98, up to 720/hr, DOE. 4
persons needed.
Call 838-8471 x 137 or apply
to Norwalk Housing Authoriy,
24 1/2 Monroe St., Norwalk,
CT 06856. EOE.

SHU honors All-America athletes

Babysitter/Mother helper
2-3 halt days/week, flexible.
2 girls, ages 3 1/2 and 9 mon.
call Connie (203)-330-0912
not here, leave a message
refrences. psychology major
preferred.
Loving, enthusiastic babysitter
for one and five year old; five
to ten hours per week, flexible
hours; pay negotiable; need
car. Chris at 438-0081
(Ridgefield)

TEACHERS
PT AFTER SCHOOL CLUB
K-6th GRADE 2-5 pm ENER
GETIC INSTRUCTORS WILL
TRAIN $15/HR *
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
1-800-213-9796
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
industry. Excellent student
earnings & benefits potential
(up to $2850+/mo. + Room/
Board) All major employers.
For employment information:
517-324-3117 ext. A50851
SPRING BREAK '98 SPE
CIALS!! 24 HOURS OF FREE
DRINKS and $50 discount w/
student I.D. to the BAHAMAS!
NO second semester price
increases!! Sell only 15 trips
&travel free! Call CLASS
TRAVEL., North America's
largest student tour operator!
Call Now 1-800-838-6411

SHU celebrated the accomplishments of its All-America athletes last Saturday on Alumni Day in the
Pitt Center before a crowd of 1,500. Nineteen Pioneer All-Americas participated in the ceremony
that took place just prior to the men's 74-64 basketball victory over FPC. Front, from left: Daniel
Dos Santos (soccer), Angelo Bruno (baseball), Joe Rietano (baseball), Pat Suchower Tarini (softball),
Deirdre Hynes (field hockey, lacrosse), Doug Steele (lacrosse), Elizabeth "Bippy" Luckie(softball),
Michelle Palmer Suda (softball, field hockey), Renee Melchiona (softball), Cheryl Simmons (field
hockey), and Lisa DiFulvio (softball). Back row: Rich Licursi (baseball), Ray Vyzas (basketball), Joe
McGuigan (soccer), Darrin Robinson (basketball), Roger Younger (basketball), Tony Judkins
(basketball), Carl Winfree (basketball) and Jen Fallon (lacrosse).

Spikers Hnish third at tourney
The Eastern Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association is a multi
divisional conference in which all

By Julie Ann Nevero
Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart men’s vol
leyball team finished third at the
Vassar College Tournament last
weekend.
The Pioneer's defeated Jer
sey City on Friday and Vassar
College on Saturday.
The win against Vassar
marked the first time ever SHU
defeated them in a volleyball
match. The team stands with a
record of 4-2.
Outside hitter, Kevin Yee, led
in kills against Vassar with 17 and
Brian Drew added another 13.
Sophomore setter Brian Cotte
had 46 assists in the match.
“I’m pleased with where we
are. We’re playing very well,’’
said coach Scott Carter. “We’re
using all of our assets.”
"Brian Cotte is doing a good
job of opening our hitters on both
sides against single blockers," he
added.
The team is part of a new
conference this season which fea
tures a higher quality of competi
tion than its previous one.
/
'
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SHU Records
<M) Basketball

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
three Divisions are represented,
whereas the Metro Conference
was made up of mainly Division II
teams.
Carter claims to have a more
balanced team than in years past
because it doesn’t rely on just one
person.
“We have players who want
to be here,” said Carter.
“We’ve always had a go-to
person to get the job done, but this
year we don’t need to rely on any
one person because of the depth of

Sports Schedule
February 6-12
Friday
(M) Ice Hockey vs. Fairfield,
7:30T.ntiv''

Saturday
(W) Basketball vs. Albany, 2;
pm.

11-11
6-6NECC

(W) Basketball
15-6
10-2 NECC
(M) Hockey

(W) Hockey

10-8
7-2 ECAC:

(M) Basketball vs. Albany, 4
p.m.
(W) Ice Hockey @ Union
College, 5 p.m.
Sunday
(M) Volleyball @ Spring
field/New Jersey Tech, TBA

8-7

our team,” he added.
In the Pioneers’ two losses
this season, their side out and point
transition percentages were higher
than any opponent they have faced
thus far.
According to Carter, they lost
the games because they were “out
of the system” and didn’t pass the
ball well.
“This team is tough to beat
when it is in system,” said Carter.
“We get the ball in the setter’s
hands and can distribute to many
people. When we are outside of
the system, we don’t play as well,”
he added.
SHU will face the Division
III National Champions, Springfield College, this Saturday in
Springfield, Mass. Game time is
TBA.

Monday
(W) Basketball @ Umyersjty
of Maryland, 7 p.m.
Tuesday
(H) Nplleyball vs. Lehman^
7 p.m.
Wednesday
(W) Basketball vs. UMass
Lowell, 6 p.m.
(Mj Basketball vs. UMass
Lowell, 8 p.m.
Thursday

(M) Volleybair^^^^ 4^^^^
V

J

(M&W) Track & Field @
Brovvn University, 9:30 a.m.

(M) Ice Hockey © Bentley, 7
p.m.
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“It was a great experience,”
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The men's rughy eluh has adjusted to the Blvision I move seen here In a game played this past fall
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Sports ill Brief

BUS!

SHU softball looking for donations

to

DHJA-VU
The bui runs every Thursday and Saturday at
9:00 and 10:00, & returns at elosing time

And Yes it is
We just want you to be safe!
j.g,. yi,,, PICK y<u
IN riewf
^ fkdi

Thursday

NO COVER before 9:30

$1.25 Bud/Bud Lites All Night

.
^

t#

TtiP wutfien's sttfth&ll tettin i** looking for dona=
lififis or puirons whe arg wlllinf to take out u ftill pag©
ad at the dost of $ 100 or a half^pagg ad at a eost of $50
In its program |uldu, Th© funds will help supplement
the eost of tire team's spring training trip to Orlando,
Florida. Those who make donations will have thier
names in the program under, "Friends of SHU Softball," A minimum donation of $30 Is appreciated.
Fleas# make checks payable to Sacred Heart Softball
and direct them to the attention of BliAabeth Luekie.
Fayments must be received by Feb. 10.
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Men's volleyball ^
finishes third at
m^kend tournametti

f^Men's rugby club\
learns to adjust to
change
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Fesko leads Pioneer men over .500 mark
By Matt Duda
Staff Writer

Photo by Kerrie Darress
Junior Dave Fesko shoots two from the line against Franklin Pierce last Saturday in the Pitt Center.

The Sacred Heart men’s bas
ketball teamjumped out to an early
19-5 lead and never looked back
as they eased past New Haven 8976 on Monday in the Pitt Center.
The win bumps the Pioneers’
winning percentage over the .500
mark for the first time this season
standing at 12-11 overall and 7-6
in the NECC.
They also own a
6-1 record in the
MEN’S
Pitt Center.
“We put
ourselves in a real good position
in the first half,” said coach Dave
Bike.
Junior forward David Fesko
led all scorers with a career high
26 points on 11 of 12 shooting
from the field. Fesko also led the
way with 20 points in Saturday’s
76-64 win against Franklin Pierce.
“In the last couple of games,
the ball’s been in the right spot
and I’ve just been finishing,” said
Fesko.
Senior captain Louis Frye
contributed 16 points and four

blocked shots while Michael Forde
added 13 points and six assists.
Mike Kulpa was New Haven’s
scoring leader with 19 points, fol
lowed by Trevor Herbert with 15.
With 6:16 left in the first half,
UNH forward Rob Johnson fouled
Frye hard on a lay-up attempt.
Frye stayed on the ground for a
minute before leaving the game
and returned later in the half with
his left wrist bandaged. Frye suf
fered a cut on the hand, but man
aged to play
the majority of
the second
HOOPS
half.
SHU
earned the 600th win in the
program’s 33-year history with a
88-79 win over Division I Central
Connecticut. Bike coached for
over 360 of those victories.
Sacred Heart hosts Albany
on Saturday in a re-match of the
Jan. 18 contest at Albany when
the Danes defeated the Pioneers,
82-78. “We’regoingtotrytoplay
our game,” said Bike. “Hopefully
they’ll be more worried about us
than we are about them.”
Tip-off is at 4 p.m.

Lady Pioneers fall to FPC, now second in NECC
gaiae. ,^was <do6e the
whole way through and points
Sports Editor
were hard to come by as both
teams hadn’t scored for nearly
two minutes. SHU was down by
The Sacred Heart women’s
only two points (28-30) at the
basketball team suffered a loss to
half.
NECC foe Franklin Pierce (68Sophomore
Heather
61) last Saturday. Once tied for
Yablonski put two one-in-one
the lead in the
shots away to
conference
bring
the game
with
the
within
one
WOMEN'S
HOOPS
Ravens and
point
with
a
UMass Lowell,
little
over
a
the defeat has
minute to go in the second half.
moved them to second at 15-6
But the Ravens answered
overall and 10-2 in the NECC.
right
back scoring eight consecu
The Lady Pioneers’ poor
tive
points
to make the score 53shooting and lack ofrebounds were
60.
Senior
Chrissie Perkins and
undoubtedly the causes for the
junior
Angela
Perkins, soon
defeat as SHU was only 34 per
fouled
and
sunk
their
shots to cut
cent from the field and was out
the lead back down to three at 57rebounded 45-34.
60.
“I was disappointed in the
Sacred Heart fouled FPC two
loss but not in the effort,” said
more
times enabling the Ravens
coach Ed Swanson. “Sometimes
widen
the gap and take the game.
the basketball just doesn’t go in
“They
made those two big
the basket.”

Julie AhH Neverb

Photo by Kerrie Darress
Sophomore Heather Yahlonski awaits the pass from junior captain Jessica Bresnahan in the Pitt.
shots in the last five minutes of
the game and we couldn’t get it
back,” said Swanson. “They
made those shots and we didn’t.”
Yablonski led the team in
scoring with 27 and rebounds

with 10.
Both Perkinses pitched in
with 10 points each.
The team will be in action
this Saturday in the Pitt Center
squaring off against Albany.

We’re going to play (the
remaining games) one game at a
time,” said Swanson. “It will be
a big game at home and we are
looking forward to that.”
The Lady Pioneers will tipoff at 2 p.m.

Icewomen increase win streak to four in a row
By Trish Pozzi
Contributing Writer
The Sacred Heart women’s
ice hockey team returned to school
late Sunday night after a tough,
but successful, weekend.
The Lady Pioneers defeated
both Hamilton College (3-2) and
Colgate University (6-3) last Sat
urday and Sunday. The team has
now won four games in a row.
“This weekend was a good
test for us because next year when
we’re an alliance member, we’re
going to have to play two solid

games back to back,” said coach
Trina Bourget. “Even in the face
of adversity, these women pulled
together.”
The Lady Pioneers were chal
lenged quickly against Hamilton
when they faced a two goal deficit
early in the first period.
The team kept its heads in the
game and battled back, with jun
ior forward Sarah Hanna scoring
a goal at 3:10 into the second
period off a pass from junior
defenseman Christy Palmer.
Freshman Jill Murgia fol
lowed Hanna, scoring a goal at
9:49 later in the period, giving

assists to junior forward Tara
Bryden and graduate student Kelly
Doyle.
Entering the third period in a
2-2 tie, the Lady Pioneers played

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
a solid period, with both teams
battling for the win.
Hanna came up big for SHU, scor
ing the game winning goal off of
passes from sophomore Lauren
Wiggins and freshman Jaime
Stimets with 2:09 left in overtime.

giving Hanna two goals for the
game.
The Lady Pioneers faced
Colgate without Wiggins, their
leading goal scorer, but proved
that teamwork is what wins a
game.
Hanna posted two goals in
the game, while teammates Jenn
Appleton, Doyle, Stimets, and
Murgia each scored goals.
Assists on the goals were
given to Stimets, Susan Perkins,
Murgia, and Hanna.
Sophomore goalie Anna
Alveari played a large role in the
weekend’s match-ups, stopping 19

shots versus Hamilton and 18
against Colgate. Her key saves
kept SHU in contention in the
games.
“I was very proud of all of
them, especially our defensemen
Appleton, Palmer, and Raab,” said
Bourget. “Due to the injury of
defenseman Michelle Marella, we
were forced to play with three
defensemen and they played great
defense.”
The Lady Pioneers will be in
action Saturday when they travel
to New York for a match against
Union College.
The teams will face off at 5 p.m.

